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Abstract 
Soukup, L., Certain L-spaces under CH, Topology and its Applications 47 (1992) 1-7. 
It is shown that (i) under CH every HFC Xc2 w~ contains a strong HFC, (ii) axiom “stick” 
implies that every HFC Xc2”1 contains a strong HFC,,. Consequently, under axiom “stick’ 
there is no HFC which is a ccc-indestrucible L-space. On the other hand it is also shown that if 
GCH holds and Xc 2”1 is an HFC then there is a ccc poset P such that Vpl= “X is a 
ccc-indestructible HFC,“. Dropping GCH we can find a proper P instead of a ccc one. 
Keywords: Continuum hypothesis, HFC, L-space, proper forcing, ccc-indestructible, Martin’s 
axiom. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54A25, 54D20. 
1. Introduction. Basic notions and terminology 
A regular space X is called an S-puce (L-space) iff it is hereditarily separable 
(hereditarily LindelGf) but not hereditarily Lindeliif (hereditarily separable). Given 
a structure Y and a property q we say that “the property cp of Y is ccc-indestructible” 
to mean that for each ccc poset Q we have V’ I= “ ? satisfies property cp”. 
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The first examples of S- and L-spaces were constructed under assumptions which 
are inconsistent with Martin’s axiom. In 1976 Szentmiklossy [6] proved that under 
CH there is a ccc-indestructible S-space. He introduced a special kind of HFD’s 
called tight and proved that (i) under CH there is a tight HFD, (ii) tight HFD’s are 
ccc-indestructible S-spaces. In 1983 Abraham and TodorEeviE [l] proved that the 
existence of a ccc-indestructible L-space is also consistent with ZFC. They applied 
a very tricky iterated forcing argument and CH failed in their model. It is natural 
to raise the question whether Szentmiklossy’s theorem has an adequate version for 
L-spaces, more precisely, whether under CH there are HFC’s which are ccc- 
indestructible L-spaces. In Section 2 we answer in the negative: under CH there is 
no HFC which is a ccc-indestructible L-space. On the other hand, in Section 3 it 
is shown that under CH every HFC X = 2”1 is a ccc-indestructible HFC,. in a certain 
generic extension. It is worthwhile to mention that the same problem for HFD’s is 
still open. 
In connection with the results of Section 2 let us remark that it is unknown 
whether ZFC implies the existence of an L-space. Theorem 2.3 says that under CH 
one can destroy a special but somehow typical class of L-spaces with some forcing. 
So the following problem can be raised: 
Problem. Can a ccc-indestructible L-space exist under CH? 
If the answer for this question were “no”, then starting from a model of CH and 
using an iterated forcing argument we could obtain a model of ZFC without L-spaces. 
We generally use the standard set-theoretical notation throughout, cf. [3]. Given 
sets A and B we write [A, B] = {{a, b}: a E A A b E B}. We write “ccc” for “countable 
chain condition”. Given a set x we define TC(x) to be the transitive closure of x. 
If K is a cardinal put H, = {x: ITC(x)l< K} and xK = (H,, E). We write “club” for 
“closed unbounded”. Given a set I we denote by Fin(l) the set of all functions 
mapping a finite subset of I into 2. 
Consider a P x n matrix M = (fu,,: v < p, I < n) of elements of Fin(w,), where p 
is a cardinal and n E w. We say that M is regular iff dom(&) n dom(&,,) = 0 for 
each [#REP and i, jEn. 
The matrix M is called an almost n-coverfor a space X c 2”1 iff there is a countable 
X’c X so that given n-many distinct elements of X\X’, x0, x,, . . . , x,_, , there is 
a V<P such that fy,,c x1 for each 1 <n. We say that an uncountable Xc 2”1 is an 
HFC” iff every regular w x n matrix is an almost n-cover for X. An uncountable 
Xc 2”1 is called an HFC”,, iff every regular w, x n matrix M = (fy,,: v < CO,, 1~ n) 
contains a countable submatrix M’ = (fy,,,: i < w, I< n), that is an almost n-cover 
for X. We say that an Xc 2”1 is a strong HFC (a strong HFC,,,) iff X is an HFC” 
(an HFC”,,) for each n E w. We write HFC (HFC,,) for HFC’ (HFCL,). 
A sequence (A,: a < w,)c [w,]” is called a stick sequence iff for each A E [w,]“~ 
there is (Y <w, with A, = A. The axiom stick demands the existence of a stick 
sequence. 
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2. Negative result 
Theorem 2.1. Assume CH. 7hen every HCF X c 2”1 contains a strong HFC. 
Theorem 2.2. Under axiom stick every HFC X c 2”1 contains a strong HFC,. 
Theorem 2.3. Axiom stick implies that the hereditarily Lindeliifness of any HFC can 
be destroyed by some ccc forcing. 
Let us remark that both axiom + and CH imply the axiom stick. 
The proofs of these theorems are based on definitions and lemmas to be given 
below. 
To start with let us fix an HFC X = 2”1. Set K = (2”1)+. 
Definition 2.4. A sequence k = (N, : a E A) of countable, elementary submodels of 
%, is called an A-chain iff A c w, and whenever CY, p E A with CY < /3 we have N, E NO. 
Definition 2.5. Suppose that 6 = (N,: CY E A) is an A-chain and Y c 2’“1. We say 
that Y is separated by N iff for each C E [ Y]’ there is an (Y E A with 1 N, n Cl = 1. 
Definition 2.6. If M = (f,,i: I < w, i < k) is a regular w x k matrix and x0, . . , xk_, E 2”~ 
we write 
W(M, ~0,. . .,~~_,)={Z<w:J,,cx, foreach i(k), 
U(W={(yo,..., ~k~,)~X~:tW(M,yo,...,y,~,)l<w}, 
V(M)=((yo,...,yr-,)~x~:W(M,yo,..., yk-,)=@I. 
Lemma 2.7. Zf M = (f;: 1 <w) is a regular w x 1 matrix, then U(M) is at most 
countable. 
Proof. This lemma is well known. For completeness we recall the proof. For each 
n E w take M,, = (f;: n < I < w). Since X is an HFC and M, is a regular w x 1 matrix, 
we have that V( M,,) is countable. But U(M) = I.J {V( M,): n E w}. 0 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that N is a countable elementary submodel of YfTK with X E N. 
Then whenever ME N is a regular w x 1 matrix and y E X\N we have ]W( M, y)l = u. 
Proof. Since X, ME N, we have U(M) E N. But U(M) is countable, so U(M) c N. 
Hence (y)a U(M), in other words, (W(M, y)I = w. 0 
Lemma 2.9. Assume that x0, x, , . . . , x~-,EX, N=(N,: iEk+l) isak+l-chainsuch 
that x, E N!+,\N, for each i < k. Suppose that X E N,, and M E No is a regular w x k 
matrix. Then IW(M, x0,. . . , xkP1)l = w. 
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Proof. By induction on k. If k = 1, then the lemma is just Lemma 2.8. Assume that 
we proved it for k - 1. Write M = (A,;: 1~ w, i < k). Applying the induction hypothesis 
for the regular w x (k - 1) matrix M = (J;,;: 1< w, i < k - l), for the k-chain (Ni: i E k) 
and for the elements x0, . . . , xke2, it follows that the set W = W( M-, x0, . . . , xk_J 
is infinite. Take Mt = (&, : 1 E W). Then M+ E Nkm, is a regular w x 1 matrix. By 
Lemma 2.8, the set V = {I E W: j&, c x,} is infinite. But V = W( M, x0, . . . , xk_,). 0 
Lemma 2.10. Assume $ = (N,: (Y E w,) is an w,-chain, X E N,, YE [Xlwl and Y is 
separated by I?. If M E U {N, : a < w,} is a regular w x k matrix, then M is an almost 
k-cover for Y. 
Proof. Fix an (Y E w, with ME N,. If x0,. . . , xk-, are distinct elements of Y\ N,, 
then we can find ordinals CY = a,< CY, <. . . < ffk < w, and a permutation of 
(1, 2, . . . , k}, i, , . . . , ik, such that Xi,,, E N,,,,,,, \N,,V,z> for m < k, where i,, = 0. Hence, 
by Lemma 2.9, the set W(M, x0,. . . , xk-,) is infinite. It means that Yn N, shows 
that M is an almost k-cover for Y. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Fix an @,-chain 6=(Na: (YEW,) with XE No. Let N = 
lJ {N,: (Y cm,}. Choose a YE [Xlwl separated by fi. We show that Y is a strong 
HFC. Clearly H,, E No because it can be defined in xK. Since w, c N and ]&,,I = 2” = 
w, it follows that H,, c N. Thus every regular w x k matrix is in N for each k E w. 
Consequently, by Lemma 2.10, every regular w x k matrix is an almost k-cover for 
Y, which completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Fix an w,-chain @ = (N, : LY E w,) with X E No. Let N = 
lJ {Na: (Y <w,}. Since I[Fin(w,)]<“l= w, we have a bijection g E No between w, and 
[Fin(w,) Fix a stick sequence (A,:acw,)~N~. Then {A,:(Y<w,}cN for 
w, c N. Choose a YE [Xlwl separated by fi We show that Y is a strong HFC,. 
Consideraregularw,~ kmatrix M =(fy,,: v<w,,l< k).TakeD={g-‘((f,,,: I< k)): 
v < w,}. Since M is regular, it follows that the set D is uncountable. Thus there is 
an LY < w1 with A, c D. Take M* = (g(p): p E A,). Then M” is a regular w x k matrix 
and M” E N because A, E N, so, by Lemma 2.10, it is an almost k-cover for Y. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 2.2 it is enough to prove that the hereditarily 
Lindeliifness of any strong HFC, with cardinality w, can be destroyed by some ccc 
forcing. It is well known, but to make this paper self-contained we give a proof. 
Let Y = {ye: cy < 0,)~ 2”1 be any strong HFC,. Then we can choose an I E [w,]“~ 
and an iE2 such that yu(cy)=i for each CUEI. 
Take Q = {s E [I]‘“: y,(v) = 1 - i for each v < p E s} and $ = (Q, 2). Since Y is 
a strong HFC, it follows that the poset 3 satisfies the ccc. Let %? be the canonical 
name for the g-generic filter. But I is uncountable, so we have a 4 E Q. with q It “U 3 
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is uncountable”. Then q I--“taking U, = {y E Y: y(v) = i} for v E I the family % = 
{ U,: v E U %} is an open cover of U 9 without a countable subcover”. So forcing 
with the poset ({p E Q: p 2 q}, 2) destroys the hereditarily Lindelofness of Y. 0 
3. A positive result 
Theorem 3.1. Assume GCH. Then for each HFC X c 2”1 we have a ccc poset P with 
cardinality ~29 such that 
VP k “X is a ccc-indestructible HFC,“. 
The proof of this theorem is based on a theorem ([4, Theorem 4.61 or [5, Corollary 
2.41) whose proof is a generalization of the technique developed by Abraham and 
Todorcevii: [l] to show that the existence of a ccc-indestructible L-space is consistent 
with ZFC. First we must recall some definitions of [5]. 
A pair of functions (e, b) is called a coding pair if dam(e) = dom( b), ran(b) c 
[ran(e)]‘” and e(x) E b(x) for each x E dam(e). Iff is a function and m E w we write 
S,(f) = {s E [dam(f)]‘“: /sI = ]f”sl}. 
Consider a function b. For a c dam(b) take q,(a) = U b”a. A sequence (s,: (Y < OJ,) 
is called b-discrete iff r,,(s,,) n T,,(+) = P, whenever LY < p < w, 
Definition 3.2. Let (e, b) be a coding pair and let R c [dom(e)12. 
(1) Let m E w. We say that R is m-complicated for (e, b) iff for each b-discrete 
sequence(s,:Lu<o,)cS,(e) we have a<@<~, with [s,,,.Q]cR. 
(2) R is called strongly complicated for (e, b) iff it is m-complicated for (e, b) for 
each m E w. 
We denote by C(w,) the set of the club subsets of OJ,. Given CO, C, E C(w,) write 
CO< C, iff IC,\C,js w. Take %? = (C(w,), <). We say that % is K-COmpkte iff every 
subset of C(o,) with size <K has a lower bound in (e. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that % is 2”1-complete. Let (e, b) be a coding pair and let R be 
strongly complicated for (e, b), Then for each natural number m there is a ccc poset 
P,,, with cardinality 2”1 such that 
VP’,, k “the m-complicatedness of R for (e, b) is ccc-indestructible”. 
Proof. See [4, Theorem 4.61 or [5, Corollary 2.41. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First choose D a countable dense subset of 2”1 and write 
D ={d,,: n < w}. Next consider an w,-chain fi =(N,,: V< w,) with X E NO. Take 
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N = U {N,: Q <a,}. Then w, c N. The space X is hereditarily Lindelof, so 1x1 G 
2w=w,. Since X E N with IX]= o, we have Xc N. Since [H,,) = w, and since H,, 
can be defined in NO < ZK it follows that H,, c N. Take 
E=Xxw,x[w*]<“xD. 
For u E E write u =(x,, &,, s,, d,,). Define the function e: E + w1 by the equality 
e(u)=min{v:x,EN,} and the function ~:E+[w,]<” by the equality b(u)= 
{e(x,), &,} u s,. Clearly the pair (e, b) is a coding pair. 
Take 
R = {{u, u} E [I?]‘: &, < 5, and (d,, # d, or x, 1 s, = d,, 1 s,)}. 
To complete the proof we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.4. R is strongly complicated for (e, b). 
Proof. Fix k E w and a b-discrete sequence (t,: CY < w,) c S,(e). 
For each (Y < w, choose an enumeration t, = {t,(i): i < k} with e( t,( i,)) < e( t, ( i2)) 
for i, < i2 < k. Write 
t,(i) =(x,(i), 6(i), s,(i), d,(i)) and v,(i) = 4x,(i)) 
whenever i < k and (Y < w, . Take s,=u{sa(i): i<k}, e,={v,(i): i<k} and u,= 
{&(i): i< k}. 
We may assume that the d,(i) are independent from LY, that is, there are elements 
{d,: i < k} c D such that d,(i) = d, for each (Y < w, and i < k. By thinning out the 
sequence (t,: LX < w,) we can assume that 
max(s, u e, u 0,) < min(sp u eP u up) 
whenever (Y < p < w, . If (Y < w, and i < k take c~,~ = di 1 s,. Now consider the regular 
o x k matrix M = (c,+: m <w, i < k). Since ME H,, c N, we can fix a countable 
ordinal p with ME N,. Since the e, are pairwise disjoint we have a /L <w, with 
eP A N, = 0. We are to show that there is an m E w with [t,, t,] c R. First observe 
that,taking t,(-l)=p,wehavex,(i)E NVeci, \NU+(i_,,foreachi<k.SinceX, ME N, 
we can apply Lemma 2.9 for the k + l-chain (N,, NU,cO,, . . . , Nu,(k--lJ and for the 
elements x,(O),...,x,(k-1)EX. We obtain that the set w= 
W(M x,(O), . . . , x,( k - 1)) is infinite. Choose an arbitrary m E W. We show that 
[t,, tp] c R. Fix i, j < k. We know that &,i < (W&j, so we can assume that di = dj 
otherwise {t,(i), t,(j)} E R holds by the definition of R. But in this case, by the 
choosing of m, we have c,,,~ c x,(j). This means that d, 1 s, = xp (j) r s,. Thus di = {j 
implies d, r s, = x,,(j) r s,. Therefore {t,(i), tfi (j)} E R. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.5. If R is l-complicated for (e, b) in some model V* 2 V, then 
V* i= “X is an HFC’ “. M’ 
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Proof. Assume on the contrary that we have a regular w, x 1 matrix M = (c,: a < u,) 
showing that X is not HFCL in V”. Then, by transfinite induction, one can construct 
asequence(xp:p<w,)cXsuchthatc,Pxpforeacha<p<w,.Takes,=dom(c,) 
and choose a d, E D with d, 1 s, = c, for each LY <w,. We may assume that there 
is a d E D such that d, = d for each (Y < w,. Then for LY < w, take 
t, =(x,, a, s,, d) and z, ={t,,}. 
Since the sets X n IV, are countable we can assume that e( t,) < e( to) holds for 
each a<@<~,. Then a<p<w, implies x,,(z,)~-I~~,,(z~)=@. Thus, by the l- 
complicatedness of R, we have (Y < p < w, with {t,, tp} E R. But this means 
that c, c xg. This is a contradiction which proves the lemma. 0 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.4 the set R is strongly 
complicated for (e, b). Since %’ is 2 “I-complete we can apply Theorem 3.3 to R. So 
we obtain a ccc poset P with cardinality ~2~1 such that 
VP k “the l-complicatedness of R for (e, b) is ccc-indestructible”. 
But by Lemma 3.5, this implies that 
VP k “X is a ccc-indestructible HFC!,,” 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
This theorem yields to the following result: 
Theorem 3.6. Given an HFC X c 2”1 we have a proper poset P such that 
VP != “X is a ccc-indestructible HFC,” 
Proof. Fix a a-complete poset Q with VQ ‘F “2” = w, , 2”1= wz”. The space X 
remains an HFC in VQ, so applying Theorem 3.1 in V’ we obtain a ccc poset R 
such that 
VQ * R I= “X is a ccc-indestructible HFC i,“. 
Hence the poset Q * R satisfies our requirements. 0 
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